
In 2008, the discovery1 of superconductivity in an iron 
pnictide with a critical temperature for the supercon-
ducting transition (TC) of 26 K took the condensed- 
matter community by surprise. It raised the prospect 
of finding high-temperature superconductivity in 
compounds other than copper-based materials — the 
only known materials at the time with TC > 40 K (REF. 2). 
Although an increased TC of 56 K in iron pnictides 
was reported after only a few months3, this new record 
remained unbroken for several years. Recent develop-
ments in the study of iron chalcogenides4–8, however, 
have renewed hope of reaching a higher TC. In the 
meantime, considerable progress has been made towards 
the understanding of the microscopic physics of these  
iron-based superconductors (FeSCs).

In FeSCs, superconductivity pairing does not arise 
from the conventional electron–phonon coupling9; 
instead, it is a consequence of an unconventional pair-
ing mechanism generated by the electron–electron 
Coulomb interaction. Qualitatively, electrons form pairs 
under the action of an attractive force that is generated 
while their mutual Coulomb repulsion is avoided (BOX 1).

Two important characteristics of FeSCs provide an 
indication of the mechanism behind their unconven-
tional superconductivity: first, in the phase diagram, 
superconductivity emerges out of a ‘bad-metal’ normal 
state; second, the superconducting phase occurs near the 
onset of  antiferromagnetic (AFM) order. Unconventional 
superconductivity has led to extensive experimental and 
theoretical studies on the effect of electron correlations 
and on the nature of magnetism in iron pnictides and 

chalcogenides, and, hence, to the discovery of several 
notable properties. These include the quantum critical-
ity that arises at the border of AFM order as well as the 
electronic nematicity — the lowering of lattice rotational 
symmetry — and its relationship with magnetism. All 
these effects are closely connected to the amplitude and 
structure of the superconducting pairing.

In this Review, we summarize the range of materials 
available for use in FeSCs and their electronic struc-
tures; we then discuss key aspects of their microscopic 
physics. At present, various theoretical approaches are 
being used to understand these systems. Rather than 
describing theoretical frameworks, we organize the dis-
cussion by taking into consideration the hierarchy of 
the relevant energy scales: we first discuss the Coulomb 
repulsion (about 1 eV), followed by antiferro magnetism 
(about 0.1 eV) and, finally, superconductivity, for which 
the pairing energy scale is about 0.01 eV. The conclu-
sions include a survey of the prospects for further 
discoveries and understanding, as well as of the impli-
cations that studies of FeSCs have for the general field 
of unconventional superconductivity.

Materials and electronic structures
The structures of several iron pnictides and chalco-
genides are shown in FIG. 1a. A common feature of 
these materials is the presence of either iron-pnictogen 
or iron-chalcogen trilayers. In each FeAs/FeSe trilayer, 
the iron ions form a square lattice, and the arsenic or 
selenium ions are located above or below the centre 
of a square of iron ions. LaFeAsO belongs to the 1111 
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Abstract | Superconductivity develops in metals upon the formation of a coherent macroscopic 
quantum state of electron pairs. Iron pnictides and chalcogenides are materials that have high 
superconducting transition temperatures. In this Review, we describe the advances in the field 
that have led to higher superconducting transition temperatures in iron-based superconductors 
and the wide range of materials that are used to form these superconductors. We summarize the 
essential aspects of the normal state and the mechanism for superconductivity. We emphasize 
the degree of electron–electron correlations and their manifestation in properties of the normal 
state. We examine the nature of magnetism, analyse its role in driving the electronic nematicity 
and discuss quantum criticality at the border of magnetism in the phase diagram. Finally, we 
review the amplitude and structure of the superconducting pairing, and survey the potential 
material settings for optimizing superconductivity.
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iron-pnictide family and comprises FeAs trilayers that 
are separated by LaO layers. The maximum TC (56 K) 
in this family has been achieved in the SmFeAsO sys-
tem with fluorine doping3. BaFe2As2 is a member of the 
122 iron-pnictide family10; each unit cell contains two 
FeAs trilayers separated by a layer of barium ions. In 
this class of materials, superconductivity arises following 
chemical substitution into the undoped compound, as 
illustrated in FIG. 1b for the case of Nix substitution into 
BaFe2As2. The maximum TC that has been reached in 
122 iron pnictides is 38 K in Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2. As for iron 
chalcogenides, FeSe has the simplest structure in this cat-
egory11, with each unit cell consisting of an FeSe trilayer. 
Each FeSe trilayer corresponds to a selenium-for-arsenic 
replacement of an FeAs trilayer. The potassium iron sele-
nides12,13, KxFe2 − ySe2, can be viewed as derived from the 
FeSe system by inserting potassium ions between two 
FeSe trilayers. In these bulk iron selenides, the maximum 
TC that has been reached is 31 K — comparable to that of 
the 122 iron pnictides.

Recently, ‘single-layer’ FeSe on a SrTiO3 substrate 
has been fabricated4,6. In this system, there is substantial 
evidence for superconductivity up to 65 K, as indicated  
by the opening of a gap in the electron spectrum5 and 
by the onset of the Meissner effect7; a TC of 109 K has 
been reported from electrical transport measurements8.

Despite the similarities in their crystal structures, 
an important feature of FeSCs is a large variability in 
their electronic structures, which can be appreciated 
by looking at their Fermi surfaces (FIG. 1c). The typical 
Fermi surfaces of iron pnictides comprise hole Fermi 
pockets in the middle of the Brillouin zone and electron 
Fermi pockets at the boundaries14. By contrast, in several 
iron chalcogenides there are only electron Fermi pockets, 
as in the case of single-layer FeSe on a SrTiO3 substrate 
and of KxFe2 − ySe2. This last system, however, contains an 
additional electron pocket near the Γ point in the Brillouin 
zone, as discussed later. To cite another example, in a class 
of extremely hole-doped FeSCs, such as KFe2As2, the 
zone-boundary electron-like Fermi surfaces are absent, 
having turned into tiny hole Fermi pockets after a Lifshitz 
transition15. We note that FIG. 1c shows the Fermi sur-
faces in the purely 2D Brillouin zone of the one-iron unit 
cell. In reality, they are quasi-2D and ‘warp’ (disperse) 
along the third direction of the wave-vector space, to a 
different degree depending on the material.

Correlations and bad-metal behaviour
The microscopic physics of FeSCs can be better under-
stood by considering the observation that the metallic 
phases of FeSCs are all characterized by bad-metal 
properties. Experimental and theoretical studies of 
such bad-metal behaviour have provided considera-
ble insight into the degree of electron correlations in 
these materials.

Iron pnictides and chalcogenides as bad metals. Consider 
a representative iron arsenide, such as BaFe2As2. It is 
metallic and develops AFM order at a Néel temperature 
(TN) of roughly 140 K (REF. 16). Similar to the other iron-
based compounds, above the TN it is a paramagnetic 
metal with a rather large electrical resistivity. Several 
iron compounds are sufficiently clean to enable the 
observation of quantum oscillations at low temperature; 
however, they all have a very large electrical resistivity at 
room temperature. This property defines a bad metal by 
the Mott–Ioffe–Regel criterion17: the mean free path, ℓ, 
is very short, of the order of interparticle spacing, and its 
product with the magnitude of the Fermi wave vector, kF, 
is of the order of unity. To estimate kFℓ, we can start from 
the observation that the number of bands crossing the 
Fermi level, p, is usually 4 or 5 (FIG. 1c). Based on the typ-
ical magnitude of the single-crystal in-plane resistivity 
at room temperature (about 400 μΩ cm), the estimated 
kFℓ is approximately 5/p ≈ 1 for each Fermi pocket18. 
This value should be contrasted with the corresponding 
value for a good metal, such as chromium, for which 
the resistivity in the paramagnetic state just above room 
temperature is about 40 times smaller19.

Because electron–phonon scattering gives a much 
smaller contribution to the resistivity (typically several 
μΩ cm), such a small value of kFℓ in iron pnictides implies 
strong electron–electron interactions20,21.

Another signature of the strong electronic correla-
tions in these systems is the considerable reduction in 
the weight of the Drude peak in the optical conductiv-
ity; the spectral weight of this peak is about 30% of the 

Box 1 | History and basics of superconductivity

Superconductivity was discovered by H. Kamerlingh Onnes more than a century ago144 
and the phenomenon was explained by Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer (BCS) in a 
remarkable paper145 in 1957. Superconductivity develops when electron pairs with 
opposite momenta in a crystal condense into a coherent state, that is, when the 
electrons in each pair move in unison and conduct electricity without experiencing any 
resistive loss of energy. In BCS theory, which describes conventional superconductors, 
electrons form pairs through an attractive interaction that is mediated by phonons, the 
quantized ionic vibrations. As depicted in the figure (panel a), the passage of the first 
electron leaves a distortion in the lattice formed by the ions, which attracts a second 
electron with opposite momentum, p. Concurrently, Coulomb repulsion is avoided, 
because a pair is formed between electrons separated by a time delay.

In unconventional superconductivity, electron pairs are formed through attractive 
interactions that are generated while avoiding Coulomb repulsion through the spatial 
anisotropy in the relative motion of the electrons (panel b). Pairing correlations will be 
unfavourable between electrons on the same site, which experience the dominant 
repulsive interactions. Instead, pairing correlations develop between electrons from 
different sites. As a consequence, the orbital part of the pairing wave function tends to 
be in channels that are orthogonal to the conventional s-wave channel; these channels 
range from extended s waves to cases with angular momentum larger than zero.
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value expected from non-interacting electrons22 (FIG. 2a). 
This reduction is sizable, of the same order as that 
observed in other bad metals, such as the normal state 
of the doped cuprate superconductors and of V2O3, for 
which correlation effects are of primary importance. A 
corollary is that about 70% of the spectral weight resides 
in an incoherent part of the spectrum, associated with 
electronic states away from the Fermi energy. Similar 
behaviour has been reported in various iron pnictides23.

The reduction in the weight of the Drude peak is 
accompanied by the mass renormalization observed in 
angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES). In 
iron arsenides, the ratio of the observed effective mass of 
the electron in the paramagnetic phase to the band mass 
(m*/mb) is roughly 3–4 (REFS 14,24), which indicates the 
importance of the correlation-induced mass enhance-
ment. In iron chalcogenides, which are also bad met-
als with the room-temperature resistivity reaching the 
Mott–Ioffe–Regel limit, the correlation-induced mass 
enhancement is even larger — as large as 20 for some of 
the involved bands25–27.

These bad-metal properties suggest that the electron–
electron correlations are sufficiently strong to place the 
metallic iron pnictides and chalcogenides in the prox-
imity of a Mott localization. Thus, the question arises of 

whether it is possible to tune the strength of the electron 
correlations to push these and related materials into the 
Mott insulating state.

Mott insulators in iron chalcogenides. A measure of the 
strength of the electron correlations is given by the ratio 
of the local electron–electron interaction to the electron 
bandwidth or the kinetic energy. Therefore, reducing 
the kinetic energy would effectively enhance correla-
tion effects. This stimulated interest in iron oxychalco-
genides, La2O2Fe2O(Se, S)2. Similar to the FeAs trilayer 
of the iron pnictides, each Fe2O(Se, S)2 layer contains a 
square lattice of iron ions, which also have a nominal 
valency of +2. However, the iron–iron distance is bigger, 
leading to a reduced kinetic energy. Electronic-structure 
calculations demonstrated that the iron 3d-electron 
bandwidth is about 75% of that found in the usual com-
pounds, such as LaFeAsO and BaFe2As2; the enhanced 
electron correlation effects highlight the possibility of 
observing a Mott insulating state in these materials28. 
Experimentally, their insulating nature is demonstrated 
by the temperature dependence of the electrical resis-
tivity (FIG. 2b), which shows an activated behaviour with 
moderate charge gaps (0.19 eV and 0.24 eV for the sele-
nium and sulfur cases, respectively). AFM ordering 

Figure 1 | Materials characteristics of iron-based superconductors. a | Crystal structure of LaFeAsO (1111), BaFe2As2 
(122), FeSe (11) and KxFe2 − ySe2. b | Schematic phase diagram of BaFe2 − xNixAs2 in the temperature T and chemical- 
substitution x plane. c | Schematic Fermi surfaces of iron pnictides and of several iron chalcogenides, showing the  
electron pockets in blue and the hole pockets in grey. AFM, antiferromagnetic; kx/y, components of the wave vector for 
single-particle excitations in the x and y direction, respectively; Ort., orthorhombic; PM Tet., paramagnetic tetragonal;  
SC, superconducting; TC, superconducting transition temperature; TN, Néel temperature; TS, structural transition 
temperature; xc, critical doping for the quantum critical point. Panel a is adapted with permission from REF. 1, American 
Chemical Society; REF. 11, copyright (2008) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A; and REF. 146, Elsevier. Panel b is adapted 
with permission from REF. 114, American Physical Society. Panel c is from REF. 49, Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 2 | Bad-metal behaviour and electron correlations. a | Left, 
gauging electron correlations from the ratio of Kexp, the measured Drude 
weight of the optical conductivity, σ1(ω), as a function of frequency, ω, to 
Kband, its non-interacting counterpart. The solid and the dashed lines 
correspond to a non-zero and zero value of the Hubbard interaction, U, 
respectively. Shaded regions represented are proportional to Kexp and 
Kband. Right, Kexp/Kband for various systems, including the iron arsenides. 
b | Insulating iron chalcogenides. Resistivity, ρ, (left) and magnetic 
susceptibility, χ, (middle) as a function of temperature, T, for the 
oxychalcogenides. Right, ρ as a function of T for the alkaline iron 
selenides, with different dopings x as indicated. c | Quasi-particle 
weight near the Fermi level determined from angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy data for bands with distinct xy and yz 
characters, providing evidence for the orbital-selective Mott phase 
(OSMP) in FeTe0.56Se0.44 (left), monolayer FeSe film on SrTiO3 (middle) and 
K0.76Fe1.72Se2 (right). The normalized fitted area is the fitted area of the dxy 

and dyz peaks, normalized by the initial value of the peak area. dxy and dyz 
are the 3d xy and yz orbitals. d | Left, ground-state phase diagram for 
alkaline iron selenides at N = 6. The dark and light blue regions 
correspond to the Mott insulator (MI) phase and OSMP, respectively. 
The black dashed line indicates a crossover into a strongly correlated 
metal regime. Middle, in the OSMP, the quasi-particle weight, Zα, 
vanishes for the 3d xy orbital but is non-zero for the others (indicated in 
the legend). Right, several orbitals are already close to half-filling 
(nα ≈ 0.5) for moderate strengths of the interaction parameter. JH, Hund’s 
coupling. Panel a (left) is from REF. 147, Nature Publishing Group. Panel a 
(right) is from REF. 22, Nature Publishing Group. Panel b (left and middle) 
is adapted with permission from REF. 28, copyright (2010) by the 
American Physical Society. Panel b (right) is adapted with permission 
from REF. 32, Institute of Physics. Panel c is from REF. 27, Nature 
Publishing Group. Panel d is adapted with permission from REF. 41, 
American Physical Society.
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occurs around a TN of roughly 93 K and 105 K for the 
selenium and sulfur cases, respectively, as indicated by 
the temperature dependence of the magnetic suscepti-
bility (FIG. 2b) and by neutron-scattering studies29. The 
insulating behaviour persists above the TN, a characteris-
tic signature of a Mott insulator30. Finally, the incoherent 
electronic excitations of this correlated insulating state 
have recently been observed by X-ray spectroscopy31.

Insulating behaviour has been observed in several 
other iron chalcogenides. One example is the alkaline 
iron selenides32 (FIG. 2b). They have a 245 composition, 
A0.8Fe1.6Se2 (A = K, Tl/K or Rb), in which one out of the 
five iron atoms is absent in each FeSe trilayer33. It has 
been suggested that the ordered vacancies reduce the 
kinetic energy and, similar to the case of the oxychal-
cogenides described above, give rise to a Mott insulat-
ing state34,35. The alkaline iron selenides also have a 234 
phase, AFe1.5Se2, for which the Mott insulator nature 
has been suggested as well, on the basis of ARPES 
measurements36.

Orbital-selective Mott physics. To study the effect of 
electron correlations, it is important to acknowledge the 
multi-orbital nature of the electronic states. Conversely, 
the multi-orbital physics can be used to extract infor-
mation about the degree and nature of the electron cor-
relations. BaFe2As2 is an example of a parent compound 
(that is, undoped), in which the iron valency is +2. In 
these compounds, there are on average N = 6 electrons 
that occupy the five 3d orbitals of each iron ion. The 
theoretical description is given by multi-orbital Hubbard 
models, with the minimal interactions being a Hubbard 
interaction (direct Coulomb repulsion), U, and a Hund’s 
coupling, JH. Such models typically include at least the 3d 
xy and xz/yz orbitals, and can include all five 3d orbitals. 
The interplay among the kinetic energy, U and JH can lead 
to different behaviour for the various orbitals. It might 
even be possible that a subset of these orbitals undergoes 
Mott localization, that is, orbital-selective Mott physics. 
ARPES measurements have provided evidence26,27 for an 
orbital-selective Mott phase (OSMP). These measure-
ments (FIG. 2c) show that, for each of the three considered 
iron chalcogenides, as temperature increases above about 
100 K, the spectral weight for the 3d xy orbital vanishes, 
whereas for the 3d xz/yz orbitals it does not change 
substantially. The experimental results suggest that this 
regime can be described by an OSMP, in which the 3d 
xy electrons are localized, whereas those associated with 
the other 3d orbitals remain itinerant. Additional evi-
dence for the OSMP has come from THz spectroscopy37, 
Hall measurements38, pump–probe spectroscopy39 and 
high-pressure transport measurements40.

The OSMP was anticipated theoretically. FIGURE 2d 
shows the zero-temperature phase diagram calculated 
for potassium iron chalcogenides at the 3d-electron fill-
ing N = 6, in the paramagnetic case with tetragonal lattice 
symmetry (the paramagnetic case is used instead of the 
AFM-ordered one to highlight the localization effects 
associated with the Coulomb repulsive interactions). 
When the U and JH interactions are sufficiently large, a 
Mott insulating phase arises. An OSMP appears between 

this phase and that in which all the 3d orbitals are itin-
erant41,42. When the electron filling deviates from the 
commensurate value N = 6, the Mott insulator phase is 
suppressed, but the OSMP is observed for a finite range 
of electron filling. Similar results arise from a model 
without the ordered iron vacancies41. If at a temperature 
of zero the system is purely itinerant, but close to the 
boundary of the OSMP, then increasing the temperature 
induces a crossover to the OSMP, which is consistent 
with experimental observations (FIG. 2c).

Several factors are responsible for the OSMP. First, in 
the non-interacting limit, the bandwidth of the xy orbital 
is smaller than that of the other orbitals. Second, the JH 
suppresses inter-orbital correlations; this effectively 
decouples the 3d xy orbital from the others and keeps 
the xy, xz and yz orbitals effectively half-filled — such 
an inter-orbital decoupling is essential for the stability 
of the OSMP, given that the orbitals are mixed in the 
non-interacting limit. Third, the degeneracy of the xz 
and yz orbitals makes the interaction threshold for their 
localization higher than its counterpart for the non-de-
generate xy orbital43. As a combined effect of these fac-
tors, the 3d xy orbital has a lower interaction threshold 
for the Mott transition, and the OSMP arises. The OSMP 
is an extreme limit of the effect of orbital-selective cor-
relations. More generally, the 3d xy orbital is not Mott 
localized but is close to a Mott localization, and the sys-
tem can still exhibit strong orbital-dependent effects44–46. 
The OSMP is also observed in other classes of strongly 
correlated electron systems43,47.

The experimental observations and general con-
siderations summarized in this section highlight the 
importance of electron–electron correlations in deter-
mining the properties of iron pnictides and chalco-
genides. They provide the basis for ‘strong coupling’ 
approaches to the study of these systems20,44–46,48–60, in 
which the effect of electron–electron interactions is 
treated non-perturbatively.

Magnetism and electronic nematicity
Magnetism has received considerable attention61, 
because AFM order typically exists near superconductiv-
ity in the phase diagram. There has also been increasing 
interest in the role that nematic order — the breaking of 
orientational symmetry — can play in uncovering the 
microscopic physics of these systems.

Magnetism in iron pnictides. The parent iron pnictides 
are antiferromagnetically ordered (FIG. 1b). The order-
ing wave vector is (π, 0) — the notation is that of the 
iron square lattice (FIG. 3a). This AFM order is the back-
ground for the quantum fluctuations of the spins below 
the TN. These quantum fluctuations have been probed 
by inelastic neutron scattering16, which measures the 
frequency, ω, and wave-vector, q, dependence of the 
spin structure factor, S(q, ω), and of the imaginary part 
of the dynamical spin susceptibility, χʹʹ(q, ω).

A striking feature is that the spin fluctuations remain 
very strong over a wide temperature range above the 
TN (REFS 62–64). In FIG. 3a, the dynamical spin structure 
factor is shown in terms of equal-intensity contours in 
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wave-vector space at two different energies, E = ħω. At 
relatively low energies, these are ellipses near (±π, 0) 
and (0, ±π). At high energies, they have the form of 
spin-wave-like excitations reaching the boundaries of 
the AFM Brillouin zone63. The peak intensity exhibits a 
spin-wave-like energy dispersion (FIG. 3a).

The electron correlation effects implied by the bad-
metal behaviour discussed before have inspired the 
study of magnetism using local moments as a starting 
point. Electron correlations turn the majority of the 
single-electron excitations incoherent and distribute 
them away from the Fermi energy. In this approach to 
the study of magnetism, an expansion was developed 
in terms of the fraction, w, of the single-electron spec-
tral weight that lies in the low-energy coherent part 
of the spectrum20,21. To zeroth order in w, the inco-
herent electronic excitations (if their charge degrees 
of freedom are ‘integrated out’) give rise to localized 
magnetic moments associated with the iron ions. In 
the case of iron arsenides, the p orbitals of the arse-
nic ions mediate the exchange interactions among the 
local moments. This leads to geometrical frustration 
of magnetism: because each arsenic ion sits at an equal 
distance from the iron ions of a square plaquette in 
the square lattice (FIG. 1a), the exchange interaction is 
sizeable not only between the nearest-neighbour sites 
(J1) on the iron square lattice, but also between the 
next-nearest-neighbour sites (J2)20,65,66. General consid-
erations suggest that J2 > J1/2 (REF. 20). In this parameter 
regime, the ground state of the J1–J2 Heisenberg model 
of the square lattice has the collinear (π, 0) order67, as 
observed experimentally61. Because the charge gap in 
the incoherent excitations is relatively small, and owing 
to the JH in the multi-orbital setting of the iron-based 
compounds68, multiple spin couplings can be impor-
tant. In particular, the four-spin biquadratic coupling, 
K, of the form K(Si · Sj)2, in which Si and Sj are the spins 
of electrons at two different sites, i and j, was shown to 
be relevant69,70. Moreover, at a higher order in w, there 
are itinerant coherent electrons that are coupled to 
the local moments and that introduce damping to the 
spin excitations. The calculated spin structure factor69 
for the J1–J2–K model in the presence of damping is 
displayed in FIG. 3b, also at two different energies. The 
theoretical results provide a consistent understanding 
of the experimental data.

Because the majority of the electron spectral weight 
is in the incoherent sector, the above discussion implies 
that the spin spectral weight is large. This hypothesis can 
be tested experimentally. In FIG. 3c, χʹʹ  — the momentum- 
integrated dynamical spin susceptibility71 — is shown as 
a function of energy, E. A further integration over energy 
(corresponding to ∫ dE ∫ dqχʹʹ (q, E)) yields a total spectral 
weight of about 3μB

2 per iron ion (μB is the Bohr magne-
ton). This is equivalent to the spin spectral weight of a 
full spin-1/2 moment, which corresponds to 1μB per iron 
ion, as anticipated.

The spin spectral weight and its energy distribu-
tion provide another way to characterize the strength 
of electron correlations. For weak correlations, the 
spin degrees of freedom should be described in terms 

Figure 3 | Magnetism in the iron pnictides. a | The magnetic ordering pattern of the 
parent iron pnictides such as BaFe2As2 (top left). The energy dispersion, E, versus 
wavevector along a cut in the Brillouin zone specified by (1, K) in reciprocal lattice units 
(r.l.u.) (bottom left) and spin structure factor (colour scales; middle and right) measured in 
BaFe2As2 above the Néel temperature. b | Theoretically calculated energy dispersion, εk/
J2, (left) and spin structure factor (colour scales; middle and right) within a J1–J2–K model, 
where J1 and J2 are the exchange interactions between the nearest-neighbour and 
next-nearest-neighbour sites, respectively. c | Imaginary part of the dynamical local spin 
susceptibility, χʹʹ, measured in pure and Ni-doped BaFe2As2, versus energy, E = ħω. d | The 
same quantity as in panel c, but calculated from dynamical mean-field theory with strong 
correlations (solid lines) and from the weak-coupling random-phase approximation 
method (dashed lines). μB, Bohr magneton; f.u., formula unit; qx/y, components of the wave 
vector for magnetic excitations in the x and y direction, respectively; ω, frequency. Panel 
a is adapted with permission from REF. 63, American Physical Society. Panel b is adapted 
with permission from REF. 69, copyright (2012) by the American Physical Society. Panels c 
and d are from REF. 71, Nature Publishing Group.
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of triplet excitations of electrons and holes near the 
Fermi energy. In such a weak-coupling description72,73, 
the enhancement of the spin excitations near (±π, 0) 
and (0, ±π) would arise from a Fermi surface ‘nest-
ing’ effect — the enhanced phase space for connecting 
the electron and hole Fermi pockets near these wave 
vectors. However, the small size of the electron and 
hole Fermi pockets would limit their contributions 
to the spin spectral weight to a value that is consider-
ably smaller than that observed using the integrated  
dynamical susceptibility.

A quantitative analysis is shown in FIG. 3d. Calculations 
based on dynamical mean-field theory (solid lines), 
which incorporate the contributions of the incoherent 

part of the electron spectral weight, capture the right 
size of the spin spectral weight within the energy range 
of experimental measurements74. By contrast, a weak- 
coupling calculation based on the random-phase approx-
imation (dashed lines) considerably underestimates the 
spin spectral weight.

Magnetism in iron chalcogenides. AFM order appears 
in various iron chalcogenides. In FeTe it forms the pat-
tern illustrated in FIG. 4a, corresponding to an ordering 
wave vector (π/2, π/2). This ordering pattern can be 
understood in terms of local moments coupled through 
multi-neighbour J1–J2–J3 exchange interactions in the 
presence of the biquadratic K couplings59,74. In this case, 

Figure 4 | Magnetism in iron chalcogenides. a | The magnetic ordering pattern of FeTe. b | The block-spin 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) order in the 245 K2Fe4Se5. c | The corresponding spin-wave dispersion, E versus wavevector, along 
two cuts of the Brillouin zone; one cut corresponds to  (H0, ½H0−½) and the other to (H0, H0), both in reciprocal lattice units 
(r.l.u.). d | Phase diagram of bulk FeSe, showing the structural transition and pressure-induced superconductivity (left) and 
the pressure-induced magnetic order (right). Ort., orthorhombic; P, pressure; SC, superconducting; T, temperature; TC, 
superconducting transition temperature; Tet., tetragonal; TS, structural transition temperature; TU and TN, Néel 
temperature extracted from resistivity and magnetic measurements, respectively. Panel b is adapted with permission from 
REF. 33, Institute of Physics. Panel c is from REF. 78, Nature Publishing Group. Panel d (left) is adapted with permission from 
REF. 148, Physical Society of Japan. Panel d (right) is adapted with permission from REF. 149, American Physical Society.
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the spin spectral weight, ∫ dE ∫ dqχʹʹ(q, E), is even larger 
than the one discussed before, given that the ordered 
moment is already 2.5μB per iron ion75.

These observations further elucidate the underlying 
microscopic physics. The Fermi surface in the para-
magnetic state of 11 iron chalcogenides (that is, FeTe) 
is similar to that of iron pnictides, as seen in FIG. 1c. For 
these Fermi surfaces (π/2, π/2) is not a nesting wave 
vector. Therefore, the magnetic ordering pattern in 
FeTe cannot be understood within an itinerant nesting 
description. This suggests that the above considerations 
on the spin spectral weight of iron pnictides also apply 
to the FeTe case.

The 245 alkaline iron selenides (for example, 
K2Fe4Se5) have a block-spin AFM order (FIG. 4b). In this 
case the ordered moment is also large, about 3.3μB per 
iron ion. This magnetic order can be understood in 
terms of an extended J1–J2 model on a 1/5-depleted 
square lattice with a √5 × √5 vacancy order76,77. The 
four branches of the observed spin-wave spectra, 
along with a theoretical fit based on the local-moment 
model, are displayed in FIG. 4c. The good agreement 
between the experimental data and this local-moment 
description of the magnetic dynamics, together with the 
large ordered moment, provide evidence for the Mott-
insulating nature of alkaline iron selenides. From the 
momentum distribution of the spin spectral weight78,79, 
it can also be observed that the damping rate in this 
system is smaller than that inferred for iron pnictides. 
The overall behaviour is similar in 234 alkaline iron sele-
nides (for example, Rb0.8Fe1.6Se2); however, in this sys-
tem, the different vacancy pattern promotes a different 
AFM order80.

Electron nematicity and its relation to magnetism. 
Iron pnictides typically have parent compounds whose 
ground states have both a collinear (π, 0) AFM order 
and a structural distortion16 (FIG. 1b). Measurements of 
resistivity anisotropy under uniaxial stress81,82 above the 
structural transition in 122 compounds have revealed a 
very large electronic nematic response; the examination 
of the strain dependence of the resistivity anisotropy 
(which is proportional to the electronic nematicity) pro-
vides compelling evidence that the structural transition 
is electronically driven. Other, less direct, methods for 
probing the nematic correlations83–85 have yielded results 
consistent with that conclusion.

One possible explanation for the electronic–nematic 
transition is the presence of a magnetic Ising–nematic 
order. It was recognized from the beginning of the 
FeSC field that models with quasi-local moments with 
frustrated Heisenberg J1–J2 interactions20 feature this 
kind of Ising–nematic transition50,51,67,86, and, more 
recently, similar conclusions have been reached on the 
basis of models based on Fermi-surface instabilities87. 
Although this magnetic mechanism has had consider-
able success as an explanation for nematicity, it is yet 
to be unequivocally established. An alternative inter-
pretation attributes the origin of the nematic order to 
orbital ordering58,88–90. Indeed, one manifestation of this 
ordering has been observed: ARPES measurements in 

uniaxially pressurized BaFe2 − xTxAs2 show a splitting 
between the two orthogonal bands that have domi-
nant dxz and dyz characters91, and which are otherwise 
degenerate. Adding to the complication is the fact that 
symmetry allows a bilinear coupling between the mag-
netic Ising–nematic and orbital order parameters; thus, 
an effort is needed to sharpen the distinction between 
the different scenarios.

Two recent developments are worth emphasizing. 
The first is the measurement of spin-excitation aniso-
tropies by neutron scattering experiments92,93. Iron pnic-
tides exhibit collinear AFM order; applying a uniaxial 
strain along one axis of the orthorhombic lattice yields 
spin-excitation anisotropy, as measured by the differ-
ence in the spin structure factor at two wavevectors, 
S[(π, 0), ω] − S[(0, π), ω]. Above the structural transi-
tion temperature, TS, experiments reveal a strong spin- 
excitation anisotropy in the optimally doped regime, in 
which the splitting between the dxz and dyz bands measured 
by ARPES is already considerably reduced. Moreover, 
although the orbital splitting energy measured by ARPES 
ranges from about 60 meV in undoped BaFe2As2 to about 
20 meV near the optimal electron doping, the energy scale 
for the spin-excitation anisotropy remains about 60 meV 
for all the relevant doping levels. These results suggest that 
magnetism plays a dominant role in the formation of the 
nematic correlations93.

The second development concerns bulk FeSe. This 
compound displays a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic 
structural transition with Ts ≈ 90 K (FIG. 4d), but no Néel 
transition has been detected94–97. It has been suggested 
that these results imply a failure of the magnetism-based 
model for the origin of the structural phase transi-
tion96,97. However, there is a natural way to understand 
this behaviour within the magnetic picture. Several 
groups have studied the frustrated magnetism associ-
ated with the spin-exchange interactions among the local 
moments59,60,98. On the basis of the theoretical phase dia-
gram associated with the frustrated bilinear-biquadratic 
exchange interactions, it was proposed that the struc-
tural transition in FeSe originates from an Ising–nematic 
order of an antiferro-quadrupolar phase59. In this kind of 
order, although the spins have a preferred axis, they do 
not orient along it, and so they break the spin rotational 
invariance while preserving the time-reversal symmetry. 
Although no static AFM order is realized, the collective 
modes of this quadrupolar state yield (π, 0) magnetic 
fluctuations, which have been observed by inelastic 
neutron scattering measurements99,100.

Quantum criticality
In many correlated-electron materials, there are several 
competing ground states, and it is often possible to go 
from one to another through a ‘quantum critical point’ 
(QCP) by adjusting some control parameter, for exam-
ple, pressure, magnetic field or chemical composition. 
Dynamical fluctuations of the order parameter are 
important for determining the behaviour of the system 
in the neighbourhood of the QCP. Although quantum 
phase transitions between distinct ground states occur 
at absolute zero, their effects may be observed over a 
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range of non-zero temperatures. The physics of quantum 
criticality in iron pnictides and chalcogenides has been 
discussed in a recent review18.

Because iron-based superconductors exhibit several 
different phases in their phase diagrams (AFM, paramag-
netic and superconducting), it is reasonable to expect to 
be able to access one or more QCPs by identifying the 
appropriate control parameters. FIGURE 5a shows an exam-
ple in which the QCP separates an AFM metal from a 
paramagnetic one, and is accessed by the parameter w that 
was introduced earlier to measure electron correlations.

The considerations for electronic correlations and 
proximity to a Mott transition discussed in the previous 
sections imply that by tuning the ratio of kinetic energy 
to Coulomb repulsion from small to large it is possible 
to pass from an AFM state to a paramagnetic one, cross-
ing a magnetic QCP. It was proposed that isoelectronic 
substitution of phosphorus for arsenic in, for example, 
LaFeAsO or BaFe2As2 would increase this ratio86, here 
measured by w (FIG. 5a). This happens because phospho-
rus is substantially smaller than arsenic, which leads to 
a reduction in the unit-cell volume (as well as in the 
pnictogen height), thus increasing the kinetic energy.

The isoelectronic tuning of w is a convenient tool 
for exploring the physics of quantum criticality and for 
varying the effects of correlations in a straightforward 
way. The substitution of phosphorus for arsenic weak-
ens correlation effects. This complements the study of 
the comparison between chalcogenides and pnictides: 
as we have seen, the former have stronger correlations 
than the latter.

The phase diagram proposed in FIG. 5a shows a quan-
tum critical region, in which the thermodynamic and 
transport properties are expected to have a power-law 
dependence on the temperature and tuning param-
eter. The ordered phase is AFM and disappears into a 

paramagnetic Fermi-liquid phase upon crossing the 
QCP. Crossovers out of the region of quantum criticality 
are denoted by the dashed black lines. The blue lines rep-
resent the thermally driven AFM transition (solid line) 
and an Ising–nematic transition that manifests itself 
through a structural transition (dashed line). The ther-
mal transitions are represented as two split second-or-
der transitions, but could also be concurrent first-order 
transitions.

The prediction of the creation of a quantum critical-
ity through isoelectronic substitution has been exper-
imentally confirmed; this is illustrated in FIG. 5b,c. In 
FIG. 5b, the colour shading represents the temperature 
exponent, α, in the expression for resistivity (ρ = ρ0 + ATα, 
in which ρ0 is the resistivity at T = 0 and A is a constant 
for a given composition) in BaFe2(As1 − xPx)2, a 122 com-
pound, in which the QCP occurs at a critical value of 
x = xc ≈ 0.33 (REF. 101). The red area highlights the quan-
tum critical regime in which the resistivity has a linear 
temperature dependence, as is characteristic for a 2D 
AFM QCP102. As the QCP is approached, the expected 
singular behaviour of thermodynamic quantities is 
observed103, along with the anticipated102 logarithmic 
increase in the electron effective mass, m*, as x → xc 
(FIG. 5c). The left-hand scale in FIG. 5c shows the meas-
ured coefficient, A, of the T2 resistivity in the region 
corresponding to ‘quantum disordered’, in which it 
should vary as m*2 (REF. 104). This figure shows consist-
ent quantum critical behaviour in both transport and 
thermodynamic measurements: in this case, specific 
heat and de Haas–van Alphen measurements105.

Isoelectronic substitution and the associated quan-
tum criticality are of particular interest in the context of 
superconductivity: phosphorus substitution for arsenic 
in the Ba 122 compound destroys antiferromagnetism 
(grey region in FIG. 5b) and enables superconductivity 

Figure 5 | Quantum criticality in iron pnictides. a | Quantum criticality in the theoretically proposed phase diagram 
for the substitution of phosphorus, P, for arsenic, As. The blue dot marks a quantum critical point (QCP). The crossovers 
out of the quantum criticality region are indicated by the dashed lines; the blue lines represent the thermally driven 
antiferromagnetic (AFM) transition (solid line) and the Ising–nematic transition (dashed line). b | Phase diagram of 
BaFe2(As1 − xPx)2. The orange, grey and blue circles represent the structural, magnetic (grey region) and superconducting 
(brown region) transitions, respectively. The colour shading describes the variation of the resistivity exponent α in its 
temperature dependence: ρ = ρ0 + ATα, in which ρ 0 is the resistivity at T = 0 and A is a constant for a given composition. 
The arrow marks the QCP at the critical doping x = xc = 0.33. c | Divergence of the effective mass m* (normalized by the 
band mass mb; grey)105 and A (blue), the T2 coefficient of the electrical resistivity, on approaching the QCP. T, 
temperature; w, the order parameter. Panel a is adapted with permission from REF. 86, Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. Panel b is adapted with permission from REF. 18, Institute of Physics; courtesy of Matsuda. Panel c 
is from REF. 103, Nature Publishing Group.
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(brown region in FIG. 5b). Although direct access to the 
QCP is inhibited by the presence of superconductivity, 
it is observed that as x is varied, the maximum TC(x) is 
found very close to x = xc, similarly to what is observed 
in other strongly correlated systems.

Quantum criticality and emergent phases beyond iso-
electronic dopings. For carrier-doped iron arsenides, it 
remains to be established whether the effects of quantum 
criticality near optimal doping persist over a substantial 
temperature and energy range. The dopings that have 
been investigated include electron doping associated 
with cobalt or nickel substitution for iron and hole dop-
ing induced by potassium substitution for barium; these 
dopings have been studied by thermopower106, NMR 
spectroscopy107 and ultrasonic attenuation108 measure-
ments. Studies based on electrical transport109,110, neutron 
scattering111 and X-ray scattering112 have revealed the 
evolution of the transitions towards AFM order, as well as 
structural order (and the implicated electronic–nematic 
order) in cobalt-doped BaFe2As2 (REF. 112). The corre-
sponding transition temperatures TN and TS gradually 
decrease with increasing x, which suggests the presence of 
a QCP underneath the superconducting dome. However, 
the precise way in which the TN and TS can be extrapo-
lated towards the zero-temperature limit as functions of  
doping x is still unknown113.

This issue has been systematically investigated 
by neutron and X-ray scattering studies of the struc-
tural and magnetic phase transitions of BaFe2 − xNixAs2 
(REF. 114). The results are consistent with the TN (for the 
primary (π, 0) AFM order) and the TS evolving towards 
the same QCP. However, before the TN and TS reach 
zero, the transitions are interrupted by a new magnetic 
phase (FIG. 1b). The details of this magnetic phase are not 
yet clear, but it exhibits glassy characteristics115. Thus, 
the picture that has emerged from these measurements 
is that, when the primary magnetic order is sufficiently 
weakened, other emergent magnetic phases appear. 
In other words, the quantum criticality operates over 
a substantial dynamical range in the form of ‘avoided’ 
quantum criticality. The concurrent nature of the quan-
tum criticality associated with the primary AFM order 
and the electronic nematic order appears to have the 
same form as that of the quantum criticality predicted 
for isoelectronically tuned iron pnictides86.

Further studies are necessary to explore quantum 
criticality in carrier-doped iron arsenides; for example, 
it would be illuminating to investigate the evolution of 
the low-temperature electrical resistivity as a function 
of doping in the normal state induced by suppressing 
superconductivity via a strong magnetic field, as was 
discussed for the isoelectronic doping case103. This 
should be a particularly promising approach, given that 
the electrical resistivity at optimal cobalt doping varies 
almost linearly with temperature81. Likewise, exploring 
the E/T scaling in the magnetic and nematic dynamics 
by neutron scattering would be exceedingly instructive.

We close this section by briefly commenting on 
alkaline iron pnictides, AFe2As2 with A = K, Rb or Cs. 
In these systems, the 3d-electron filling N is nominally 

5.5, which differs greatly from the usual cases of N ≈ 6 
(REF. 15). Even though their superconducting transition 
temperatures are small — 3.5 K for A = K and even 
smaller for A = Rb or Cs — experimental evidence sug-
gests that the superconductivity is unconventional116–119. 
Moreover, there is a huge mass enhancement, implying 
that these systems are strongly correlated120–122. The 
measured Grüneisen ratio suggests an increasing prox-
imity to quantum criticality as A goes from K through 
Rb to Cs122. It will be illuminating to understand the 
nature of this QCP and its detailed relationship with 
superconductivity, as well as to explore the ways in 
which to extend N from 5.5 to 5 (REF. 122).

Unconventional superconductivity
We have seen that electron correlations in iron pnictides 
and chalcogenides are sufficiently strong to place these 
materials in the bad-metal regime and that frustrated 
magnetism of local moments describes the dominant part 
of their magnetic behaviour. We now turn to the impli-
cations for unconventional superconductivity and the 
structure and amplitude of the superconducting pairing.

The proximity of the superconducting phase to the 
AFM ordered one suggests the importance of the AFM 
correlations for superconductivity. Through the corre-
lation effects implied by the bad-metal phenomenol-
ogy and the data relating to the magnetic ordering and 
dynamics, we have emphasized the role of frustrated 
AFM exchange interactions. The AFM nature of such 
interactions favours pairing in a spin-singlet channel, 
which is antisymmetric in spin space. Because electrons 
are fermions, the overall wave function must be antisym-
metric under the exchange of electrons. Consequently, 
the orbital part of the pairing wave function must be 
symmetric.

Superconducting pairing structure and amplitude.  
A characteristic feature of iron pnictides and chalco-
genides is that the bilinear exchange interactions con-
tain both the nearest-neighbour interaction, J1, and the 
next-nearest-neighbour interaction, J2. We have empha-
sized the reasons why J2 is important in the context of the 
microscopic physics of these materials; its importance is 
also supported by the agreement between the theoretical 
spin dynamics and those measured from neutron scat-
tering experiments. J2 favours an extended s-wave pair-
ing function, with the leading term in the wave-vector 
dependence being cos(kx)cos(ky). In relation to the tet-
rahedral D4h point group symmetry, this pairing belongs 
to a pairing state with an A1g symmetry.

For optimally doped iron pnictides, whose Fermi 
surfaces in the Brillouin zone typically consist of the 
hole Fermi pockets near the Γ = (0, 0) point and of the 
electron Fermi pockets near the M = (±π, 0) and (0, ±π) 
points, this extended s-wave gap function is non-zero 
everywhere on the Fermi surfaces. Moreover, it changes 
sign across the hole and electron pockets. These char-
acteristics of the pairing function are reflected in the 
single-particle excitation spectrum at the Fermi surface. 
Where the pairing function is non-zero, a gap develops 
in the spectrum. Where the gap vanishes, the spectrum 
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is ‘gapless’; in other words, there is a node in the gap. 
A spectrum that is fully gapped has been identified 
from ARPES measurements. This spectrum is shown 
in FIG. 6a, in which the gap function, Δ, is plotted for the 
different parts of the Fermi surface; it has a maximum 
magnitude of about 10 meV. The ratio 2Δ/TC is roughly 
4–7 (REF. 123) — larger than the Bardeen–Cooper–
Schrieffer (BCS) value of approximately 3.5.

By contrast, when J1 is dominant, d-wave pairing 
with a cos(kx) − cos(ky) form factor and B1g symmetry is 
favoured. In the magnetic frustration regime, in which 
J2 and J1 are comparable in size, a quasi-degeneracy 
in pairing channels emerges in model calculations. 
It is interesting that this situation arises from various 
approaches, regardless of whether the correlations are 
treated non-perturbatively or perturbatively49,53–56,124–128.

To distinguish among these various approaches, it 
is instructive to compare the behaviour of the gap in 
iron chalcogenides, especially because there are cases 
in which they have only electron Fermi surfaces. This 
property is illustrated for the case of KxFe2 − ySe2 in 
FIG. 6b. We note that the gap is nodeless. Moreover, the 
magnitude of the gap for the electron Fermi pockets 
that have the dominant spectral weight (those near the 
M points in the Brillouin zone) is comparable to that of 
iron pnictides. This is consistent with the fact that the 
TC of KxFe2 − ySe2 is comparable to that of iron pnictides.

This comparison shows that the pairing amplitudes 
are similarly large in systems with and without hole 
pockets, or, equivalently, with and without Fermi-
surface nesting. This is naturally understood in models 
in which pairing is driven by short-range interactions, 
such as exchange interactions. The pairing amplitude as 
a function of J1 and J2 in multi-orbital models with pnic-
tide- and chalcogenide-type Fermi surfaces49 is shown 
in FIG. 6c. Despite their distinctive Fermi surfaces, the 
dominant pairing channels as a function of the exchange 
interactions are similar in the two cases and the pairing 
amplitudes are comparable.

Effects of orbital selectivity on superconducting pairing. 
We have discussed how electron correlations can show 
strong orbital selectivity, which noticeably affects the 
electronic properties of the normal states. A natural ques-
tion is whether the pairing symmetry and amplitudes in 
the superconducting states are also influenced by orbital 
selectivity. The study of this issue provides additional 
means to explore the effect of electron correlations on 
the properties of the superconducting state.

Within the strong-coupling approach, the pairing 
order parameter is defined in the orbital basis, and the 
orbital selectivity can lead to surprising effects. In the 
common case, in which the dominant pairing is in a full-
gap s-wave A1g channel, sufficiently strong orbital selec-
tivity can lead to an anistropic gap along the electron 
pockets and to the splitting of spin resonance peaks129. 
Such effects have been observed experimentally by 
ARPES130 and neutron scattering131,132, respectively.

A more dramatic effect arises in the context of alka-
line iron selenides. As previously discussed, in a mul-
ti-orbital J1–J2 model with orbital-independent J1 and J2, 

Figure 6 | Superconductivity in iron pnictides and chalcogenides. a | Size of the 
superconducting gap, Δ, on the hole (α and β) and electron (γ) Fermi pockets in 
Ba0.6K0.4Fe2As2. An intensity plot of the Fermi surface is shown at the bottom. Here, Γ = (0,0) 
denotes the centre of the planar Brillouin zone, M = (±π, 0) and (0, ±π) are the zone 
corners and X is midway between two adjacent M points. b | Size of Δ on the electron 
Fermi pockets of dominant (δ and δʹ) and small (κ) spectral weight in KxFe2 − ySe2. Here, κ is 
near the zone centre Γ, δ and δʹ are located close to the zone corner M and  k|| denotes 
the planar wavevector. c | Pairing amplitudes (PA) calculated for iron pnictides (left) and 
chalcogenides (right). Here, the four dominant pairing states are: two extended s-wave 
pairing states whose symmetry is A1g and whose pairing functions are cos(kx)cos(ky) and 
cos(kx) + cos(ky), respectively; a d-wave state whose symmetry is B2g and whose pairing 
function is sin(kx)sin(ky); and a d-wave state whose symmetry is B1g and whose pairing 
function is cos(kx) − cos(ky). d | Left, schematic phase diagram near a Mott transition. The 
shading marks the parameter regime with strong antiferromagnetic correlations. Right, 
the exchange interaction, Jeff, plotted as a function of the Hubbard interaction, U, for a 
Hund’s coupling JH = 0.2U in a two-orbital Hubbard model. The Mott transition is realized 
when U reaches the critical value Uc. D, renormalized bandwidth; J1 and J2, exchange 
interactions between the nearest-neighbour and next-nearest-neighbour sites, 
respectively; t, kinetic-energy parameter; W, bare bandwidth parameter. Panel a is 
adapted with permission from REF. 123, Institute of Physics. Panel b is adapted with 
permission from REF. 134, American Physical Society. Panel c is from REF. 49, Nature 
Publishing Group. Panel d (left) is from REF. 49, Nature Publishing Group. Panel d (right) is 
adapted with permission from REF. 143, American Physical Society.
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the dominant pairing symmetry is either an s-wave A1g 
channel if J2 is dominant or a d-wave B1g channel if J1 is 
dominant. A recent study133 on this model with orbital-de-
pendent J1 and J2 revealed that orbital selectivity plays an 
essential role in stabilizing an intermediate orbital-selec-
tive B1g pairing state that is constructed from the conven-
tional s-wave A1g and d-wave B1g states in the parameter 
regime in which the two are quasi-degenerate. In this 
orbital-selective B1g pairing state, the dominant pairing 
amplitude is restricted to the dxz and dyz orbital subspace, in 
which the pairing state belongs to the B1g representation of 
the associated point group, but has a form factor belonging 
to the A1g representation, owing to its non-trivial orbital 
structure. It was shown that for alkaline iron chalcogenides 
this pairing state exhibits a full gap and can produce a spin 
resonance at wave vector (π, π/2), which resolves a widely 
recognized conflict between the observations of ARPES 
and neutron scattering experiments134–139.

Connection between iron pnictides and iron chalco-
genides. We have seen that most iron pnictides and 
essentially all iron chalcogenides have an electron 
occupancy of the 3d orbitals that is close to 6, and that 
the degree of electronic correlations is relatively weak 
for iron phosphides but increases for arsenides and is 
strong for chalcogenides. A unified phase diagram is 
obtained from theoretical studies on the correlation 
effects — of both U and JH — in multi-orbital Hubbard 
models41,42,44, similar to the phase diagram shown in 
FIG. 2d. A unified phase diagram is consistent with the 
fact that both iron pnictides and iron chalcogenides 
show bad-metal behaviour in their normal states, and 
it is also compatible with the results of dynamical 
mean-field studies in various iron pnictides and chal-
cogenides48. Following these considerations, a physical 
pathway may be constructed to connect the insulating 
245 alkaline iron selenides with their superconducting 
counterparts40,41, providing the basis for the placement 
of these materials in the illustrative phase diagram 
shown in FIG. 6d. We also expect further progress in 
this direction based on materials systems in which 
the degree of electronic correlations, including orbital 
selectivity, can be continuously tuned140,141.

Potential settings for optimizing superconductivity.  
One challenging question in physics is whether there is 
a principle for the optimization of TC. Super conductivity 
was initially observed in iron pnictides with nested 
hole and electron Fermi pockets, but we have already 
referred to the large number of recent experiments that 
show that iron chalcogenides with Fermi surfaces con-
taining only electron pockets exhibit superconductivity 
of comparable strength. For example, single-layer FeSe 
on a SrTiO3 substrate has only electron Fermi pockets, 
but it has the highest TC of all the FeSCs. By contrast,  
Li(Fe, Co)As, which has almost perfectly nested Fermi 
pockets, is non-superconducting142. These results sug-
gest that the geometry of the Fermi surface plays only a 
secondary role in superconductivity.

From a theoretical perspective, the pairing amplitudes 
shown in FIG. 6c for both iron pnictides and alkaline iron 
selenides can shed light on the issue of optimizing super-
conductivity. The results illustrated therein indicate that 
the pairing amplitudes are proportional to J/D, in which 
J is the AFM exchange coupling and D is the effective 
bandwidth renormalized by electron–electron interac-
tions, whereas W and t in FIG. 6d are the bare bandwidth 
and the kinetic-energy (hopping) parameter, respectively.

This result, that the pairing amplitude increases with 
J/D, can be generalized to the following principle, which 
is illustrated in FIG. 6d (left panel): the maximum pairing 
amplitude and, hence, the optimal superconductivity is 
reached in the parameter regime corresponding to the 
region near the Mott transition in the phase diagram. 
A recent study on a multi-orbital Hubbard model that 
used a slave rotor approach demonstrated that the 
exchange interactions increase as the Mott transition 
is approached from both the insulating and the bad-
metal sides143 (FIG. 6d, right panel). Conversely, for a sys-
tem with carrier doping, the renormalized bandwidth 

Box 2 | Take-home messages

The normal state of iron-based superconductors is a bad metal
More specifically, the d.c. electrical resistivity at room temperature is large, reaching the 
Mott–Ioffe–Regel limit. Correspondingly, the Drude weight of the optical conductivity is 
strongly suppressed compared to its non-interacting counterpart. A relatively modest 
enhancement of the electron correlation strength through a reduction in the kinetic 
energy leads to a fully localized, Mott-insulating regime. These and other properties 
provide compelling evidence that iron pnictides and chalcogenides are strongly 
correlated, in the sense that the effect of electron correlations is non-perturbative. 
These results also suggest that the normal state is in proximity to a Mott transition. 
Orbital selectivity has also been found in the bad-metal regime, with its extreme form 
being an orbital-selective Mott phase.

The spin excitations map out a spin-wave-like spectrum
The total spectral weight of the observed excitations is large, corresponding to a local 
moment of the order of one to several μB per iron ion (μB is the Bohr magneton). Across 
the different materials, the variation in the magnitude of the local moments is correlated 
with the variation in the degree of electron correlations inferred from studies of 
electrical transport and charge dynamics. The energy dispersions of the spin excitations 
implicate a J1–J2 magnetic frustration (with J1 and J2 the exchange interactions between 
the nearest-neighbour and next-nearest-neighbour sites, respectively), as has been 
theoretically recognized since the beginning of the field. The detailed energy and 
momentum distributions of the spin spectral weight encode the damping of the spin 
excitations; the variation in the spin spectral weight across the different materials also 
seems consistent with the corresponding variation in the degree of electron correlations.

Electronic nematicity
Electronic nematicity has been observed in the normal state of many, if not all, 
iron-based superconductors (FeSCs). There is considerable evidence that its origin lies 
in the spin degrees of freedom, although the issue remains to be fully settled.

Quantum criticality
Compelling experimental evidence has accumulated for the presence of the quantum 
criticality that was predicted to occur in isoelectronic phosphorus-doped iron 
arsenides. There are also indications of quantum criticality in carrier-doped iron 
arsenides, although in this case further evidence is needed.

Unconventional superconductivity
Superconductivity is unconventional in the sense that it is primarily driven by electron–
electron interactions and, consequently, the superconducting pairing is not in the 
conventional s-wave channel. We have summarized the arguments supporting the 
hypothesis that superconductivity is primarily driven by antiferromagnetic correlations, 
and discussed the implications of the comparably large superconducting transition 
temperature, Tc, and pairing amplitudes observed in FeSCs with or without 
Fermi-surface nesting. Finally, there is a considerable theoretical basis for the 
quasi-degeneracy among several competing channels of superconducting pairing.
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D is reduced as the Mott transition is approached by 
decreasing doping. Correspondingly, both the ratio J/D 
and the superconducting pairing amplitudes are maxi-
mized at the boundary between electronic localization 
and delocalization. This principle suggests a route for 
optimizing superconductivity. It also explains some key 
experimental observations, such as the comparable TC 
in iron pnictides and alkaline iron selenides, which have 
very different Fermi-surface geometries. In fact, it was 
demonstrated16 that these two materials have compa-
rable exchange interactions. In addition, both systems 
can be considered close to a Mott transition (FIG. 6d) and, 
therefore, have a comparable degree of bad metallicity 
and renormalized bandwidth.

Conclusions
Concerted efforts over the past years have led to a wide 
range of iron pnictides and chalcogenides that display 
superconductivity. Their superconducting transition 
temperatures are high compared to those of conventional 

superconductors, and, in the bulk and at ambient pres-
sure, they are second only to those achieved in copper 
oxides. Moreover, recent experiments have shown that 
the TC could be increased further in iron chalcogenides. 
The main findings on the microscopic physics of the iron 
pnictides and chalcogenides are summarized in BOX 2.

The properties observed in iron pnictides and chal-
cogenides and the theoretical considerations outlined in 
this Review suggest that optimized superconductivity is 
found in bad metals that are not only close to a magnetic 
order, but are also at the boundary between electronic 
localization and delocalization. This characteristic con-
nects FeSCs to the unconventional superconductivity that 
has been observed in other classes of strongly correlated 
materials, such as copper oxides, heavy fermion metals 
and organic charge-transfer salts. Indeed, the normal 
state of all of these other superconductors satisfies the 
criterion for bad metals. Therefore, higher-TC supercon-
ductivity may appear in materials that possess even larger 
AFM exchange interactions but retain bad metallicity.
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